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Foreword
Oxford Analytica is delighted to present this briefing book for Horasis 2018.
These reports have been especially commissioned or selected for this year’s
Global Meeting in Cascais, reflecting our strong partnership with Horasis.
From the challenge of growing global income inequality, to the future of the
EU to new technologies and Artificial Intelligence, they also showcase our
analysis of key trends as you will find every day in the Oxford Analytica Daily
Brief.
Michael Stopford

Oxford Analytica is an international analysis and advisory firm founded in 1975.

Managing Director
Oxford Analytica

It draws on a global expert network to serve executives in over 150 major
corporations and professional services firms around the world, as well as leaders
in over 50 governments and international institutions.
Our Daily Brief service, which monitors worldwide risks, and our Advisory
Practice enable the world’s leading organizations to navigate complex global
environments that impact strategy, investments, operations and policy.
In a landscape of fake news, data manipulation and fragmented authority, we
provide trusted and objective geopolitical analysis. We help make tomorrow’s
world clearer today.
If you have any questions arising from any of the articles included here, or would
like to know more about our services at Oxford Analytica, please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Michael Stopford
Managing Director
Oxford Analytica

The views expressed in these briefs are those of Oxford Analytica
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Horasis
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EU integration will deepen incrementally post-Brexit
Wednesday, April 4, 2018
Reactions to crises rather than a grand plan will determine the EU’s future architecture
Just over one year ago, leaders of the remaining 27 EU member states met in Rome to mark the 60th
anniversary of the founding of the EU’s forerunner and launched a debate on the future of their Union.
They set out a roadmap for dialogue, with the aim of agreeing a plan for future development of the EU
before the European Parliament elections in May 2019.

European Union flags outside the EU Commission
headquarters in Brussels (Reuters/Yves Herman)

What next
The post-Brexit architecture of the EU will not be determined by an orchestrated exercise in public debate, but will continue to evolve, as it has in the past, through the accumulation of incremental reforms
implemented in reaction to a succession of crises and events. This will contribute to further strengthening
the EU’s authority and politicising its institutions.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Public debates about the future of the EU may give voters a sense of ownership and dissuade them
from supporting Eurosceptics.
◦ As the Commission becomes more politicised, some governments may claim that Commission law
enforcement actions are politically motivated.
◦ Debate over the 2021-27 budget may lead to fresh conflicts as some governments want to link EU
subsidies to respect for the rule of law.

Analysis
The basic institutional architecture of the EU is unlikely to change in the coming years. The EU will
remain a kind of quasi-federal system with a bicameral legislature (with the Council dominant and the
European Parliament the lower chamber) and an executive (the European Commission).

Evolving architecture of EU governance
However, the relative power of EU institutions, their degree of politicisation and the relationships between
them will evolve.

Council
As the body that represents EU member state governments, the Council will remain the most powerful
institution in the EU.
It is the EU’s most significant legislative actor and -- when it meets in ‘European Council’ format with
heads of government -- plays a key role in setting the EU’s policy agenda.
In the coming years the Council is likely to begin to operate less like an international diplomatic forum for
secret negotiations and more like the strategic decision-maker in a bicameral legislature.
Legal pressures will force EU institutions including the Council to operate more transparently.
Moreover, as EU-level political parties strengthen, the influence of party politics will increase within the
Council, as it has already done in the European Parliament.

Parliament
The Parliament will continue to gain influence as the second chamber in the EU’s bicameral legislature.
Party politics may be transformed in profound ways. In the 2019 elections, French President Emmanuel
Macron hopes to change the European Parliament just as he transformed the French National Assembly
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last year, by creating a new centrist, pro-European party group to counter the rise of populists and disrupt
existing parties (see FRANCE: Pension reform could derail Macron - February 6, 2018).
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Public awareness of EU-level political parties is likely to increase

Regardless of whether he is successful, public awareness of EU-level political parties and their connections with national parties is likely to increase.
To date, EU parties such as the centre-right European People’s Party (EPP), which includes Germany’s
governing Christian Democrats and France’s Republicans, have attracted little scrutiny for supporting
controversial members such as Hungary’s Prime Minister Viktor Orban. This likely to change as awareness of their existence and influence increases.

Commission
The last European elections in 2014 saw the successful launch of the ‘lead candidate’ (Spitzenkandidat)
process. EU-level parties nominated candidates for Commission president with the understanding that
the candidate of the party that won the largest share of the vote in the European Parliament elections
would head the Commission.
Advocates of the process claim it addresses the EU’s democratic deficit and enhances public interest in
EU politics by giving the Commission a democratic mandate. Though many member governments in the
Council are promising to block a rerun of the process, it is likely to be repeated at the insistence of the
European Parliament.
While the Commission is set to become more political, it would be wrong to think of it as becoming a
government representing the majority of the European Parliament, as is typical in national parliamentary
democracies.
The Spitzenkandidat process may determine the party of the president, but the Commission as a whole
will remain politically diverse. This is because national governments in the Council, which represent a
wide range of parties, appoint the remaining members of the Commission.
While the politicisation of the Commission may help address concerns about the EU’s democratic deficit, it
will create other problems (see EU: Commission will seek to drive integration again - September 14, 2017).
The Commission plays a central role in the enforcement of EU law. The more politicised the
Commission, the less credible it will become as an independent and neutral enforcer of EU law.
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For example, the Polish government has argued -- not without merit -- that the Commission has pursued
tougher measures against it than against Hungary in the dispute over attacks on the rule of law because
Hungary’s governing Fidesz party is a member of the powerful EPP group whereas Poland’s Law and
Justice government is in the smaller European Conservatives and Reformists group (see POLAND/EU:
Warsaw will not budge on its key agenda - January 15, 2018).

EU agencies
The number of EU agencies -- now well over 30 -- and their power in EU governance is likely to increase
over the coming years.
Many of these bodies handle important regulatory tasks such as the approval of pharmaceuticals (European Medicines Agency), the regulation of securities markets (European Securities and Markets Authority),
aviation safety (European Aviation Safety Agency) and chemicals (European Chemicals
Agency).
As the Commission becomes more politicised, many of the technocratic regulatory tasks it once performed will be taken on by EU agencies. They have already become a kind of ‘fourth branch’ of EU
governance. This trend will continue with their budgets, personnel and power expanding considerably in
coming years.

Models of future integration
In its March 2017 White Paper that launched the debate around the future of the EU, the Commission
identified five scenarios:
• ‘carrying on’;
• ‘nothing but the single market’;
• ‘those who want more do more’;
• ‘doing less more efficiently’; and
• ‘doing much more together’ (see EU: Further integration will be uneven and incremental - March 27,
2017).
In some sense, treating these as separate scenarios was misleading. The EU was already based in part
on the third scenario through its multi-speed approach in many areas, so maintaining it would be a form
of ‘carrying on’. Moreover, history had shown that over time, this approach would lead to much more
deepening (last scenario).

The EU will not develop as the result of a consensus agreement on
any grand model

The EU will not develop as the result of a consensus agreement on any grand model for its future. It will
continue to develop incrementally as the result of functional pressures that create incentives to integrate
further and as a result of intergovernmental decisions at moments of crisis.
Governments could of course decide to roll back aspects of integration, but national elections in several
large member states including France and Germany over the past year suggest there will not be the consensus support such moves would require.
Instead, EU integration is likely to deepen gradually as it has in the past, though that process will become
increasingly politically contested as the EU treads ever more onto traditional areas of exclusive national
competence such as security, border control and taxation.
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Central Asia faces debt risk alongside Silk Road gains
Tuesday, April 10, 2018
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan are at greater risk of debt distress than the larger hydrocarbon
-rich states
Central Asian states are a crucial part of the overland component of the Belt and Road Initiative that
China is advancing to promote regional security as well as trade. They stand to gain from improved connectivity, but project funding largely consists of Chinese loans that they will have to repay, possibly before
the economic benefits are apparent.

A rail mounted gantry crane at the Khorgos
Eastern Gateway in Kazakhstan (Reuters/SueLin Wong)

What next
China’s vision of a regional trade hub will be assisted by the current Central Asian mood favouring improved intra-regional relations and closer economic cooperation. Tajikistan, followed by Kyrgyzstan, is at
greatest risk of incurring more Chinese debt than it can hope to repay, even if it manages to make new
production profitable and exploit transport networks to expand trade.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Uzbekistan will assume an increasing role as a trade and energy hub.
◦ Changed atmospherics will allow Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan to work together as the principal regional
states.
◦ China will be sensitive to fears of ‘colonialisation’, hiring local workers and stressing the value of its
production projects.

Analysis
Chinese President Xi Jinping announced the One Belt, One Road Initiative (since rebranded as the
Belt and Road Initiative) in 2013. A Chinese trade ministry spokesman said in April 2017 that from Xi’s
announcement to date, Beijing had signed contracts worth more than 304.9 billion dollars with Belt and
Road initiative states.
Central Asia is region crucial to the ‘belt’ part of the initiative, the network of overland routes known as the
Silk Road Economic Belt (SREB). The transport plans form part of a wider context of Chinese industrial,
agricultural and infrastructure investments in the region, and to a lesser extent Beijing’s political aspirations.The five states offer Beijing rich sources of oil, gas and metals and, albeit less importantly, markets
for manufactured goods (see PROSPECTS 2018-22: Belt and Road in Central Asia - December 1, 2017).
The SREB embraces railway upgrades in all five countries, highway construction in Tajikistan and
Kyrgyzstan, a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan running through Tajikistan and numerous other projects
including industrial parks and mining operations.
Some would arguably have taken place anyway but the Belt and Road concept gives them coherence and
broader significance.
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Silk Road Economic Belt rail map
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Transport routes
China’s interest in the SREB is based around a push to develop alternatives to maritime transport, which
overrides questions of economic viability: railways offer cheaper (but slower) transport than air and faster
(if costlier) delivery than shipping.
There are two corridors:
• the New Eurasia Land Bridge running through Kazakhstan and then into Russia and on to Europe;
and
• the China-Central Asia-Western Asia Corridor through Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and
Turkmenistan into Iran, and from there the Middle East and Turkey.
The New Eurasia route is now operating with 4,000 trains due to run in 2018. Further development of
this route depends on several factors, including smoothing out bottlenecks at key transit and rail-gauge
change points, such as on the Polish-Belarusian border, and ensuring harmonisation of transit fees.

Uneven potential
The balance of risks and benefits from the SREB differs significantly for regional states.
Kazakhstan’s immense geographical expanse makes it of greatest importance for transit routes, west to
Russia and also south towards Iran. It has therefore received the largest Chinese investment pledges for
infrastructure construction and refurbishment (see CHINA: Overseas investment carries varying weight February 27, 2018).

Kazakhstan is at the heart of China’s westward transport links

One notable success is the dry port at Khorgos on the Chinese border, the key crossing point for rail
freight.
However, even in Kazakhstan, delivery on project pledges has been limited, if funding pre-dating the
Belt and Road Initiative but now folded into the general concept is excluded. Kasymkhan Kapparov, director of the Bureau for Economic Research in Astana, told Nikkei Asian Review in March that “there has not
yet been significant investment in specific projects ... we don’t see new production facilities appearing in
Kazakhstan”.
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Over-reliance on China trade
Transport links are connected to Chinese investments in mining, agricultural and industrial production,
which at least in theory should help Central Asian states improve their trade balances by boosting exports.
However, since most exports are destined for China, there must be concerns about excessive trade dependence on that country.
This is already starkly evident in Turkmenistan, which directs almost all its gas exports to China. It is
vulnerable to fluctuations in Chinese demand for fuel and downward price pressure from its monopoly
buyer. China paid for the construction of a pipeline launched in 2010 and much of the gas goes to offset
repayment obligations (see TURKMENISTAN: Oil and gas sector - May 17, 2017).

Export diversification
Ultimately, Central Asian states may benefit most from greater connectivity if they can exploit transport
connections to send goods to Russia, Europe and via Chinese ports to other markets.
The improved relationship between Uzbekistan and its smaller neighbours Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan is
likely to be positive for the latter, as Uzbekistan controls crucial road and rail links between them and Russia (see CENTRAL ASIA: Uzbek-Tajik thaw helps regional re-set - March 16, 2018).

Debt risk
The impact of long-term debt obligations will differ greatly by country. Much of the SREB-related funding
will come from the Export-Import Bank of China, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and Asian Development Bank.
Chinese lending accounted for just 7% of the foreign debt that Kazakhstan took on in 2017. As a major
hydrocarbons exporter, Kazakhstan is in a fairly comfortable position to service its debt.
In contrast, debt to China accounts for more than 40% of Kyrgyzstan’s foreign debt and around half of that
owed by Tajikistan.

Central Asia: General government debt, 2016
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With the future benefits of SREB to weaker economies still unknown, there must be questions about their
ability to repay debts.
Tajikistan is perhaps the worst case, as it is turning to China to finance projects that traditional partners
Russia and Iran cannot or will not support. It may eventually turn a profit from investments in hydroelectricity and aluminium production, but maintaining financial stability through that period will be a challenge (see
TAJIKISTAN: Bond issue is symptom of debt addiction - October 12, 2017 and see TAJIKISTAN: China
deal may double aluminium output - January 5, 2018)
A March 2018 study published by the Washington-based Center for Global Development identified Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan as recipients of significant SREB-related projects largely funded by external debt.
Tajikistan was at high risk of suffering debt distress, while in Kyrgyzstan the risk was currently viewed as
moderate, with China a major lender to both.

57%

Debt-to-GDP forecast for Tajikistan in 2018
General government debt in Tajikistan will rise from 33% of GDP in 2015 to 57% this year, while remaining
around 65% in Kyrgyzstan, according to the report.
The study set aside Kazakhstan because of its investment-grade status, as well as Uzbekistan and
Turkmenistan, both below investment grade but nevertheless deemed to be at low risk of debt distress.

Security dimension
Beijing has moved cautiously on political engagement, deferring to Russia’s historical dominance of
post-Soviet states. It collaborates on security and counter-terrorism through the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, which brings China and Russia together with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan (but not isolationist Turkmenistan).
The SREB fits China’s focus on security, above all in Xinjiang, a region bordering on Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan that like them has a majority Sunni Muslim population and is close to the
Central Asian world in cultural and linguistic terms.
China pursues repressive policies in Xinjiang to keep Uighur nationalism and Islamic extremism at bay. It
has no current concern that either trend will receive external support in Central Asia, where governments
share its fear of instability and radicalism.
Instead, it sees the SREB as way of ensuring stable government and hence continued security in its
Central Asian neighbours while also driving economic development in Xinjiang.
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March 8, 2018

Crop eradication will not root out drug crime
Despite years of efforts to destroy illicit drug crops, cultivation of
coca and opium poppy is soaring to record levels
Global seizures of cocaine and
opium (ton equivalents1)

Major trafficking flows, 2011-152
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MEXICO: Mexico is now the world’s third largest
producer of opium, with Guerrero state the main
source of US heroin.

EU: The total EU drug market is worth 30 billion
dollars a year.
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BOLIVIA/PERU: Bolivia and Peru both have
traditional, legal uses for coca leaf, unlike
Colombia, where almost all coca is intended for
cocaine production.

SOUTH-EAST ASIA: Rising incomes and
regional integration will increase the availability
of drugs in South-east Asia, exacerbating
domestic usage.

1: This quantity reflects the bulk weight of seizures, with no adjustment for purity / morphine content.

The fragile security dynamics surrounding Colombia’s peace
processes require Bogota to take a softly-softly approach towards
coca reduction that risks setting it at odds with Washington. Threats
by US President Donald Trump to slash aid to Colombia if it does
not curb production could have grave consequences for Colombian
peacebuilding, particularly if a presidential candidate sympathetic to
Trump’s stance is elected in May.
The US troop drawdown in Afghanistan has hampered already
struggling poppy eradication efforts, amid a US opioid crisis. Although
more than 90% of the world’s heroin comes from Afghanistan, Mexican
heroin now dominates the US market. That will play to Trump’s ‘border
wall’ rhetoric but with more US citizens dying from painkiller overdoses
than heroin and cocaine combined, domestic health policies rather
than security measures will be needed to tackle that issue.

2: Routes according to UNODC research

__ Low prices of illicit drugs in states
neighbouring producers will drive rapidly
growing addiction problems in those
countries.
__ Mexican cartels will gradually produce
more coco domestically, though Mexico is
unlikely to ever rival Andean production
levels.
__ The popularity of synthetic drugs that
can be made anywhere will make crop
eradication less relevant and domestic
crime policies more so.

See also: Striking Afghan heroin labs will not defeat Taliban -- December 20, 2017
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Almost all of the world’s cocaine and heroin originates in just two countries -- Colombia and Afghanistan.
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US government’s investment intervention will grow
Thursday, March 29, 2018
Alongside tariffs, Trump’s administration is tackling the national security risks around inward and outward investments
The Trump administration is increasingly moving to control undesired foreign investments, as the
March 12 presidential order blocking overseas-based Broadcom from merging with US-based
Qualcomm showed. President Donald Trump was working on advice from the Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States (CFIUS). Since 1990, there have been only five cases where presidents
have blocked mergers; two of these have been under Trump since his inauguration in January 2017.

What next

US President Donald Trump, with Commerce
Secretary Wilbur Ross, US Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer, White House Homeland Security Advisor Tom Bossert, Assistant to the President
Peter Navarro and Deputy Assistant to the
President for International Economic Affairs Everett
Eissenstat, at the White House in Washington, US
(Reuters/Jonathan Ernst)

Trump is likely to make increasing use of his presidential power to intervene in proposed foreign investment deals which he feels could undermine national security or the ‘Make America Great Again’ agenda,
at least for as long as there is a political benefit to doing so and foreign countries resist Trump’s calls for
trade renegotiations. The CFIUS will see greater use; even if Trump does not block proposed deals, the
CFIUS has a range of powers itself with which to intervene.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Foreign firms will face constraints on accessing US intellectual property and tech patents.
◦ Trump will impose new visa requirements for Chinese nationals working and studying in the United
States.
◦ US vetoes of foreign investment and mergers could see other countries respond in the same way.
◦ The Broadcom-Qualcomm veto should help the US semiconductors industry maintain a global role in
5G technology.
◦ Foreign firms may sidestep the CFIUS by incorporating in the United States, as Broadcom hopes to do
next month.

Analysis
Trump was elected to ‘Make America Great Again’. This agenda stretches from cracking down on illegal
immigration to modernising the US military and includes reducing the US global trade deficit and cracking
down on ‘unfair’ trade practices (see UNITED STATES: Military modernisation not guaranteed - March 19,
2018).
The administration eyes various causes of this trade deficit, including ‘unbalanced’ free trade agreements
(FTA) which disadvantage the United States, and foreign firms dumping products on the US market.
Yet the issue is not only one of trade: the administration wants to crack down on the national security risks
associated with foreign trade and investment. Intellectual property (IP) theft is one such area, and China is
in the administration’s crosshairs.

Concerned about China
Trump ordered government investigations into suspected Chinese theft of US firms’ IP; after investigators
reported, Trump ordered on March 22 that tariffs worth over 50 billion dollars be introduced to target Chinese technology firms. These tariffs could be brought in by June, if US-China talks on reducing the trade
deficit and cracking down on ‘unfair’ trade practices get nowhere (see INTERNATIONAL: US trade will
target self-sufficiency - March 27, 2018).
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United States: Imports from China, 2016 (billion dollars)
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Part of the difficulty is different regulatory systems and expectations: China’s investment rules have compelled US firms to establish joint ventures as a condition of trading in China, but Trump’s administration
characterises this as forced technology transfer.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer are both pushing
for China to increase its purchases of US-made semiconductors and stop forced technology transfers,
among other calls.

Trump’s administration is concerned about technology transfers

The administration’s trade policy has sparked fears of a global trade war; China says it does not want
this, but would defend itself, as the EU has also said.

Broadcom and Qualcomm
The proposed 117-billion-dollar Broadcom-Qualcomm deal would have been the largest tech sector takeover to date. Qualcomm is a high research and development (R&D) firm. Broadcom is a marketing and
asset maximisation corporation, with less invested in semiconductor technology.

$117bn

Size of proposed Broadcom-Qualcomm merger deal
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Critics argue that Broadcom gives less attention to R&D than to growing through acquisitions and maximising returns from assets. The Trump administration’s willingness to block the proposed takeover reflects
the importance of the semiconductor chips developed by Qualcomm for 5G wireless technology, which
Broadcom, a firm with some Chinese equity interests, would have rapidly developed (see INTERNATIONAL: China and the United States race for 5G - February 28, 2018).
A merger, the administration feared, would have reduced US competitiveness in 5G technology globally,
and could have aided China -- the administration fears that Chinese firms work together with China’s
government, even when not state-owned.

United States and China: Foreign direct investment (billion dollars)
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Enter the CFIUS
Trump’s decision to block the Broadcom-Qualcomm takeover was informed by the CFIUS and enabled by
the 2007 Foreign Investment and National Security Act (FINSA) which, among other legislation, enables
the president to block deals if national security could be threatened.
Established in 1975 under executive order, the CFIUS gained increased traction after the September 11,
2001 New York terrorist attacks and is now governed under FINSA. The CFIUS is an inter-agency, Treasury-led committee with nine Cabinet members, two ex officio members and members appointed by the
president.
The CFIUS examines any takeover bid by a foreign company if it is deemed to pose a national security
threat. The committee works to a legal standard of ‘credible evidence’. However, since 1975 there have
been severe limits on making public the body’s deliberations or disclosing the confidential materials submitted to it for consideration.
While only the president has the authority to block takeovers, the CFIUS itself can intervene to change
parts of proposed deals, for instance excluding part of a US firm from an agreement. It can also negotiate
with the parties to a proposed deal.
Yet the CFIUS’s involvement can alone be sufficient to stop deals: private sector firms have minimal
leeway where reputational risk is concerned. Apart from the Qualcomm-Broadcom deal, nine earlier deals
(one with a German firm and eight with Chinese firms) have fallen through since February 2017, Bloomberg reported.
What is known in the recent case is that the CFIUS concluded that a Broadcom-Qualcomm merger would
mean a reduction in long-term R&D investment by Qualcomm, and the potential transfer of valuable US
tech skills and results in a foreign company.
Despite meeting Broadcom officials who tried to provide reassurances about national security issues, the
CFIUS recommended Trump block the merger.
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Greater intervention likely
Given the Trump administration’s Make America Great Again priorities, conditions seem ripe for increased use
of presidential veto powers over foreign investments, and for the CFIUS to play a growing role of its own.
However, increasing protectionism through new tariffs and tougher security of investment, while easy to
initiate, is difficult to control or unravel. The issue will be whether the current round of sizeable tariffs will
modify China’s policies domestically and internationally, and that of other countries such as EU states, or
simply induce a deterioration of bilateral relations.

CFIUS update bill
Both congressional houses are currently considering a bipartisan bill -- the Foreign Investment Risk
Review Modernization Act -- which would update and expand the CFIUS and its remit, for national security
reasons. This includes giving the CFIUS oversight of outbound investments by US firms, including overseas joint operations, that would see US IP being transferred overseas.
Tech firms have lobbied successfully for the bill to be watered down -- they feared that it would hinder their
operations and profits if passed in its current form (see UNITED STATES: Tech firms will sharpen review
of M&A - March 16, 2018). Yet the measure has bipartisan and Trump administration support and is likely
to become law.

China: Foreign direct investment into the United States (billion dollars)
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March 20, 2018

Policy is key to curbing the forces driving inequality
The rich are getting richer globally but policies fostering redistribution,
diversification and growth can check this
Share of income held by the top 1% of adults vs GDP per capita, 1980-2010

The United States, Europe and China:
Average share of wealth held by the top 1%
assuming business as usual from 2017 (%)
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An IMF paper this month exploring 147 countries
finds that from 1970-2014 the income gains from
globalisation were concentrated at the top of
national income distributions, adding to research
showing that technological advances have
widened inequality in recent decades.
Net wealth is a broader measure of household
finances, and policy is crucial; 1% of US households
hold 39% of the wealth, compared with 30% in
China and 24% in France. By 2012, US wealth held
by the top 0.1% equalled that of the bottom 90%.
Nonetheless, countering suspicions that inequality
drives populism, there was no correlation across
US states between income held by top 1% and the
share voting for Donald Trump.

__ Curbing executive pay and bonuses is key; caps on bonuses as
a share of pay will increase but there are worries about stifling
innovation.
__ Political support concerns can deter efforts to tax these individuals
more, but for major tech firms the EU is planning a 3% turnover tax.
__ Political stability matters -- Europe is the most equal continent
but redistribution will come under pressure amid rising
fragmentation.
__ Diversification is key -- Middle East inequality fell up to 2010,
aided by the oil boom, but rose when prices fell.
__ Growth prospects matter -- Latin America is the most unequal
continent but will struggle to fund redistribution and reforms on
low growth.

See also: Prospects for the global economy in 2018 -- November 1, 2017
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Policy is crucial to curb the pace at which inequality 'inevitably' rises as countries develop
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More jobs for Middle East women could boost growth
Wednesday, April 11, 2018
Despite health and education improvements, female employment levels in the region are
still low
The first ever Arab Women Forum began yesterday in Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah Economic City, looking at women’s role in business, the economy and society. It launched the annual forum of ‘Top CEOs’, reflecting rapid changes in Riyadh’s policy over the past year. Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
aims to increase female workforce participation in the country to 30% from the current 22% as part of his
Vision 2030 economic plan -- still a relatively modest target.

The first all-female call centre in Saudi Arabia’s
security sector, in Mecca (Reuters/Suhaib Salem)

What next
Increasing women’s employment could boost growth, especially given high female education levels in the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). Participation rates will rise in Saudi Arabia but more so in the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) and Tunisia, due to women’s overall political influence and the governments’ commitment to female-friendly policies. However, across the region, female participation will be held back by
the lack of opportunities in the private sector.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Women-friendly policies will benefit educated and urban middle-class women most, especially outside
the GCC.
◦ Use of quotas to bring female nationals into the private sector workforce could dampen productivity and
raise prices.
◦ Grassroots women’s organisations, particularly in North Africa, are more likely to bring lasting change
than top-down Gulf policies.
◦ Normalised female employment could slowly lessen the control of conservative institutions.
◦ Women’s education combined with unemployment in north Africa may increase autonomous female
migration to Europe.

Analysis
Across the Middle East, women’s workforce participation rates are relatively low. The most obvious explanation is conservative attitudes towards female employment because of Islam. Yet, while religion and
cultural attitudes certainly play a role, this explanation alone is insufficient.
Other non-Muslim developing countries such as Sri Lanka also have low rates, while some predominantly
Muslim countries such as Malaysia achieve much higher participation. There are also significant differences within the region, especially between the Gulf and other Arab countries.
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Middle East: Female labor force participation rate, 2017
(% of female population ages 15+, modeled ILO estimate)
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Women in the GCC workforce
Except for Saudi Arabia, Gulf states’ female labour force participation rates are the highest in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA). However, they still lag other high-income economies.
Moreover, the figures are not as high as initially appears. Female participation rates are boosted significantly by the inclusion of expatriate women: for example, Qatar’s overall 58% participation rate contrasts
with data showing only 36% of female citizens are active in the workforce.

9.7%/2.9%

Female/male unemployment in the UAE

In addition, the participation rates include those seeking work -- and women in the region are generally
more affected by unemployment. The female labour force participation rate in the UAE is a relatively high
41.0% -- but 9.7% of women are unemployed, compared with 2.9% of men.
Moreover, the unemployment figure alone may be an underestimate: when women have long-term difficulty finding jobs they are more likely to become discouraged and drop out of the job market altogether.
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Middle East: Female unemployment rate (% of female labor force, modeled ILO estimate)
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Other Arab women workers
The female labour force participation rate in Jordan in 2017 was 14% -- the lowest in the world for a country not at war. Elsewhere in the non-Gulf MENA, participation rates did not exceed 25%.
Moreover, women’s unemployment is high, reaching double figures in Lebanon and Morocco in 2017 and
exceeding 20% in Egypt, Jordan and Tunisia. In nearly all countries, female unemployment was broadly
double that for males.
Government data on women’s employment are patchy, especially because women frequently work in the
poorly monitored agricultural sector, especially in Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia. Large MENA informal
sectors also mean many women are excluded from the data.

Stagnating workforces
MENA female unemployment levels have stayed broadly consistent since 1991. The World Bank’s Economic Participation and Opportunity Sub-index also indicates that regional employment opportunities for
women have not significantly improved over the last decade.
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Middle East: Global Gender Gap Economic Participation and Opportunity Subindex (rank)
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Gulf Arab countries
In 2010, GCC countries were clustered at the bottom of the index, with positions out of 134 ranging from
107 (Kuwait) to 132 (Saudi Arabia). However, the picture in 2017 was little changed: Bahrain was the top
scorer at 120 out of 144 countries; Saudi Arabia lagged at 142. Oman was not included. The Gulf states
with the lowest female participation rates -- Saudi Arabia at 22% and Oman at 30% -- also see the highest
unemployment amongst women: 20% and 34%, respectively.

Elsewhere in MENA
A similar stagnation is clear in other regional countries, with female participation failing to increase by
more than 4 percentage points between 1990 and 2017.
In 2010, these states were clustered at the bottom of the Economic Participation and Opportunity Sub-index -- 122 out of 134 for Tunisia, 126 for Jordan and 130 for Syria. In 2017, those countries’ respective
ranks out of 144 were 131, 138 and 144, with a conflict-ridden Syria sinking right to the bottom.

Textile opportunities help Tunisian women

One potential sector for employment for women in North Africa has been low-skilled textile manufacturing,
which accounts for 15% of female employment in Morocco and 32% in Tunisia. Although these proportions are declining due to competition from China, the still-high proportion in
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Tunisia shows a workforce less affected by occupational gender segregation than elsewhere in the region.
By contrast, in Jordan and Lebanon women’s participation rates in industry have been consistently low,
because of both entrenched workplace segregation and lagging industrialisation. This could make it
difficult to establish a strong services sector providing jobs for the next generation, undermining overall
prospects for working women in these two countries.

Education and health
Other measures of female empowerment have made some progress -- but better qualifications, longer
and healthier lives and fewer caring responsibilities have not translated into workforce participation (see
MIDDLE EAST: Education gains will not mean more jobs - March 9, 2016).

Middle East: Tertiary education, gross enrolment ratio (%)
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Gulf Arab countries
The GCC now has near-universal secondary enrolment and, in most states, more women than men graduate from local universities. The World Bank’s Global Gender Gap Educational Attainment Sub-index has
Qatar top of the GCC at 33 out of 144 countries, Kuwait at 52, the UAE at 62, Bahrain at 75 and Saudi
Arabia at 96, demonstrating their bias towards educational attainment over economic participation.
Even so, quality of education remains a factor. The UAE and Qatar (the only GCC countries ranked in the
2015 Pisa scores), were both below the OECD average for maths, science and English -- key skills in an
increasingly international and technological society.
At tertiary level, GCC universities also perform relatively poorly in global rankings (set against rising
Asian comparators). This has a disproportionate impact on women, who for cultural reasons are less likely
to be sent abroad to study.
Arab Gulf countries have seen a marked improvement in health and social indicators, which typically
would also support female employment.
Rising life expectancy for women has coincided with significant declines since 1960 in fertility rates across
the GCC. Higher divorce rates in all GCC countries except Bahrain, and a trend towards not marrying,
have underpinned this decline.
Maternity benefits have improved in the Gulf. Moreover, many caring or domestic tasks are now fulfilled by
foreign workers, freeing up female nationals for work outside the home.
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Middle East: Total fertility rate, 2015 (births per woman)
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Elsewhere in MENA
Other Arab societies have also seen huge improvements in health and educational outcomes for women. Gross enrolment in tertiary education is broadly equal between men and women in Morocco, Egypt,
Jordan and Lebanon, and significantly higher for women in Tunisia.
However, the region still does not have complete gender parity in literacy, with the gap greatest in rural
areas in Egypt and Morocco.

Middle East: Female literacy rate (% of females ages 15+)
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Fertility rates have declined significantly since 1960 elsewhere in MENA too, but remain high by
international standards, particularly in Egypt and Jordan.
There is an underdeveloped care infrastructure, which is largely available only to wealthy and urban women.

Structural challenges
The failure of improved health and education to boost female employment points to deeper structural challenges. These are exacerbated in many countries by a dearth of politically empowered women to push
changes through.
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Public and private sector
One factor is the distorting effect of bloated public sectors, especially in the Gulf. Over 70% of employed
female Emiratis worked for the civil service in 2015, and labour market surveys have consistently shown
that Gulf nationals often prefer to remain unemployed while waiting for a government job.
This is no longer affordable in most countries. Even Saudi Arabia is now pushing females towards private-sector employment -- but 2017 research showed that almost half of them were still pursuing civil
service jobs, despite their scarcity.
However, conditions for women tend to be worse in the GCC private sector:
• Gender-based pay discrimination is significantly more widespread.
• Women-friendly employment practices, such as childcare nursery rules, are often ignored.
• Promotion of women is nearly always dependent on being well connected in a family-owned firm.
• Many private-sector jobs are low-skilled, making them a poor match for the increasing numbers of
Gulf women with tertiary education.
Elsewhere in MENA, although the differential is less marked, higher wages and better conditions in the
public sector still discourage women from seeking employment elsewhere. This results in longer periods of
unemployment, as efforts to cut the public wage bill due to fiscal constraints have reduced the availability
of jobs (see GULF STATES: New taxes will not plug fiscal deficits - June 29, 2016).

Cultural attitudes
There is some evidence that government attitudes towards women’s employment in the Gulf are changing.
For example, in the UAE, a 2010 study showed female managers were paid significantly less than men in
the same position -- but since then a Gender Balance Council has been established and the World Bank
reports substantial improvements in wage equality. There are now public conversations about the need to
end discrimination, supported by an increase in the number of female government ministers and women in
decision-making roles.
In Saudi Arabia, along with lifting the ban on driving, the government has launched programmes to enforce
childcare provision in the private sector and to make it easier for women to work from home (see SAUDI
ARABIA: Women could drive economic change - September 27, 2017).
In the wider society, however, conservative attitudes and practices towards women in the workforce still
prevail. Maternity leave is short, especially in the GCC, where it ranges from seven to twelve weeks. Moreover, laws are poorly enforced: anecdotally, many women requesting maternity leave have lost their jobs.
Maternity leave is somewhat more extended elsewhere in the region but remains among the shortest in
the world. Moreover, across MENA, paternity leave is essentially non-existent (see INT: Parental leave will
be key in retaining talent - February 1, 2018).

Social attitudes rule out many jobs and push women homewards

In the Gulf, social attitudes often make it difficult for women to travel independently, work long hours or at
night, move away from home or work in sectors such as construction or industry. Women’s responsibilities in the home are non-negotiable; and using education to raise children is seen as a valid goal. Public
conversations in the GCC about women’s employment always emphasise they should balance work with
family needs.
These attitudes are at their most extreme in rural areas, amongst the poorly educated and in the more
conservative states of Saudi Arabia and Qatar. Nevertheless, the prioritisation of women’s role within the
family is unlikely to be eradicated anywhere in the GCC.
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Cultural attitudes elsewhere in MENA vary: for example, between the more secular Tunisia or Morocco
and Levantine countries; as well as between the educated urban elite and rural poor.
Nevertheless, in general, attitudes in these countries also undermine achieving greater female participation. This is exacerbated by large populations and constrained economies: most people believe that
when employment is scarce, jobs should go to men (see MIDDLE EAST: Socioeconomic trajectories are
negative - January 3, 2017).

Economic pressure
Unlike the resource-rich Gulf, MENA countries face additional challenges borne out of acute economic
pressure. Many women rely on public transport to get to work, but this is inadequate and often unsafe for
solitary female travelers, especially in rural areas.
Lack of resources also prevents governments from enforcing women-friendly laws. Violation of laws
against gender discrimination in hiring and salary remuneration is widespread in the private sector. There
is no funding to support recent laws in Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia on ending harassment against
women in public places, including in the workplace.
The Gulf faces the opposite problem. Some women from well-connected families withdraw from the workforce because their independent wealth means they can afford to wait for their ideal job or not work at all.
Even for poorer GCC citizens, the welfare state and extended family model means that employment is not
necessarily a financial imperative.
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‘Micro-programmes’ fail to empower women
Monday, April 9, 2018
Women’s ‘empowerment’ programmes have focused on aid that is small-scale and perpetuates stereotypical gender roles
New research is contesting the impact and relevance of ‘women’s empowerment’ programming in international development. The term ‘empowerment’ was first advanced by feminists from the Global South in
the 1970s, but aid organisations placed it under a broad umbrella of initiatives that have failed to advance
women’s socio-political status. Often focusing on ‘micro-programmes’, such as microfinance and gendered entrepreneurial training, women’s empowerment initiatives have in fact limited women’s participation in public life, increased their domestic labour and reinforced gender inequality.

Women prepare food for their infants at a local rice
processing plant in northern Ghana
(Reuters/Finbarr O’Reilly)

What next
Although most international organisations remain committed to women’s empowerment via income
generation activities, the increasing criticism may lead some groups to focus on direct cash transfer as a
way to improve financial autonomy of women. Actively promoting women’s political participation, from the
micro-village level to multi-lateral trade and peace negotiations, is also a more substantial model for women’s empowerment than small-scale training programmes.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Focusing ‘empowerment’ training on the domestic sphere or micro-enterprises will do little to elevate
women’s status.
◦ Greater economic power for women without changes in men’s attitudes can lead to more domestic
violence.
◦ Perpetuating the image of women as victims reinforces their depoliticisation by the state.

Analysis
Women’s empowerment has been a cornerstone of international development since the late 1970s.
The United States alone spends 1.34 billion dollars in foreign aid on women’s empowerment programming
every year.
Broadly defined as any programme or policy which centres women as participants in development,
women’s empowerment includes a range of initiatives such as village meetings, school enrolment and
entrepreneurial training. There are 7,000 microfinance organisations providing services to over 15 million
clients, the majority women.
Gender is now a key component of development programming, as organisation equality between genders still lags. Women’s share of unpaid labour in the home around the world still outpaces men by large
margins, at an estimated 10 trillion dollars, or 13% of the global GDP. Globally, women earn 50 cents to
a man’s dollar. Full income parity could add 26% to world GDP by 2025 (see INTERNATIONAL: Gender
parity policy - August 4, 2017).

Diluted impact
While gender programming has become mainstream, the wide range of programming under the ‘empowerment’ umbrella diluted its impact. Recent studies have noted that not only do they fail to advance women’s equality, but often hold women back from making necessary social and political gains. For example,
a 2017 study in Ghana found that economic benefits for women in microfinance programmes were directly
associated with negative spillover effects including domestic violence, female child labour and polygyny.
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Critics note that empowerment programming for women is often linked to domestic tasks, including
training in crafts and sewing, or gifts of domestic animals. Although such initiatives are intended to help
women generate income in the name of more financial autonomy, they often tie women up with additional house-bound labour, leaving little space for external engagement in socio-political organisation. This
makes them more vulnerable to domestic abuse and political disenfranchisement.

Empowerment programmes actually perpetuate gender stereotypes
and stunt women’s political participation

After the civil war ended in Sri Lanka in 2009, development organisations set up post-conflict income
generation training programmes for women who had fought in the liberation struggle. The ex-combatants
had joined the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam as a way to assert their role in political struggle, but aid
groups offered cake-making courses and beauty school. Such initiatives operated under stilted notions of
women’s limited roles in public life, ignoring the active participation of Sri Lankan women in the political
struggle of the previous decades.
This emphasis on ‘empowerment’ via domestic trade training did the opposite of advance women. It
pandered to existing gender stereotypes, failing to include women in political negotiations and positions of
power alongside male ex-combatants, and reinforcing gender inequality (see INTERNATIONAL: Women
in peace talks improve outcomes - October 23, 2017). Further, evaluations of training programmes have
noted that virtually no woman has turned the skills learned into a viable business or income stream.

Livelihood training
The focus on women’s empowerment via livelihood training has been pushed heavily by all international
aid organisations, including the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which announced in 2016 that it would
give 100,000 chickens to poor farmers in sub-Saharan Africa. Melinda Gates stated that breeding chickens can empower women by giving them a source of income.
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Giving women more livestock increases their workload without
making a tangible difference to their income

The move was immediately criticised by development economists, who pointed to the lack of empirical
evidence that giving farm animals to families helps lift them out of poverty. Without addressing market and
social forces that drive inequality, a gift of chickens has a limited impact on a family in poverty. For women,
chickens continue to tie them to the homestead, and while it may provide a means to sell eggs at the market for a small income, this represents additional domestic labour and time commitment. The systematic
inequality of market forces against the poor, the majority of whom are women, will not be alleviated by
additional labour of vulnerable groups.

Changing focus
The onus of empowerment cannot be placed solely on women themselves through additional domestic
labour. Not only is this impractical to the lived realities of impoverished women, it neglects the crucial role
of men in advancing gender equality by changing discriminatory societal norms. Demanding additional
labour from women, without educating men in appropriate behaviour and attitude change can lead to a
backlash against women’s advancement. Indeed, studies have shown that increased economic gains may
expose a woman to more abuse within the home.

Better economic status for women is associated with a rise in
domestic violence

A survey from 2016 indicates that in Bangladesh, a country famous for the proliferation of microfinance
loans for women, women with a higher economic status and participation in micro-lending were more
likely to be abused by husbands. While improved income streams can be beneficial to women in matters
of short-term economic gain, it has not been shown to ‘empower’ women in improved social capital, or
protection from discrimination and abuse.
The emphasis on livelihood generation among aid organisations is partly caused by their commitment to
political neutrality, but also donor-driven insistence on measurements of inputs, outputs, and ‘impacts’
of aid dollars. It is easier to count the number of chickens given to poor women, or the number of girls
enrolled in school, than to measure large-scale social change.
Alternatives to income generating schemes include direct cash transfer programmes, which allow women
greater economic autonomy without an increase in household labour. Promoting the political participation
of women, including the formation of political parties and village organisations, and inclusion of women
in decision making processes within aid organisations could all help improve the social, political and
economic status of women.
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Venezuelan migrant outflows receive cooling reception
The number of Venezuelans leaving the country has threatened to swamp
some neighbours, amid rising hostility
Estimates of Venezuelans living in exile, 2017
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About 1.6 million Venezuelans are estimated to be living abroad, over
half in Latin America, although porous borders with neighbouring
countries and the fact that many Venezuelans have dual nationality
(in particular Colombian, US or Spanish), make numbers difficult to
determine. Over 145,000 have requested asylum.
In some countries the numbers of Venezuelans arriving increased
by around 1,000% between 2015 and 2017, placing a heavy burden
on some host countries such as Colombia, Brazil and Panama and
generating animosity towards the migrants.
Despite reported discussions at the recent G20 finance meeting of a
fund to aid Venezuelan migrants, and USAID promises of 2.5 million
dollars for those in Venezuela, these efforts seem insufficient. With no
end to the political and economic crisis in sight, numbers can only rise.

__ Severe doubts over the forthcoming
presidential elections in Venezuela point to
a deteriorating situation with no short-term
solution.
__ Modest growth prospects in most host
countries will increase hostility toward
incomers competing for jobs.
__ Most Venezuelan emigres are not entitled to
vote from abroad, implying a significant loss
of opposition votes if fair elections are held.

See also: Election year may prove worst yet in Venezuela -- January 4, 2018
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Neighbouring Colombia is bearing the brunt, but other countries also face challenges in managing the outflow.
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Poor productivity undermines Brazil’s economic outlook
Thursday, April 5, 2018
Improvements to productivity require a range of initiatives, none of which will have a short
-term effect
One year after the end of a recession that wiped almost 8% off of GDP, the economy remains lacklustre.
While the current troubles stem largely from unsuccessful policies adopted in the recent past, Brazil has
underperformed since the 1980s. At the root of this situation is the country’s chronic failure to increase its
productivity.

The Mercedes Benz assembly line at Sao
Bernardo do Campo (Reuters/Paulo Whitaker)

What next
Brazil’s low productivity is an entrenched problem with many different roots, including an education
system that churns out mostly low-qualified workers, a high degree of informality in the economy, a poor
business environment and crumbling infrastructure. None of these problems can be solved in the short
term. Moreover, dysfunctional Brazilian politics make it difficult to take steps to address even the current
macroeconomic imbalances, let alone a complex problem that can only be overcome in the long term and
with myriad ‘micro’ interventions.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Solutions to the current fiscal problems will not address the deepest causes of poor productivity.
◦ A rapidly ageing population makes solving the problem more urgent.
◦ The global digital economy may further undermine Brazil’s competitiveness.

Analysis
Industrial production rose by 4.3% year-on-year in the first two months of 2018, according to the statistics
agency on April 3. Despite higher industrial output, unemployment reached 12.6% in the three months to
February, up from 12.0% in the September-November period, implying some 13.1 million jobless workers.

Brazil: Annual GDP growth (%)
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Brazil: Average annual GDP growth per decade (%)
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Brazil’s productivity problems did not disappear even during the country’s recent higher-growth years:
• Total Factor Productivity (TFP) -- a gauge that accounts for the part of GDP variation not explained
by capital or labour contribution -- diminished, and hence was a drag on growth in ten of the 17
years between 2000 and 2016.
• TFP only accounted for a higher share of growth than capital and labour input in two of those years.

Brazil: GDP growth, contribution by factor (percentage points)
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Nobel Prize-winning economist Paul Krugman famously described productivity as being “almost
everything” for an economy in the long term. Brazil has fallen behind in this measure. Its labour productivity (measured in dollars generated per hour worked) was more than twice as high as South Korea’s in the
mid-20th century. It remained higher until the early 1990s, but today it is only half as high.
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Brazil/South Korea: Labour productivity per hour worked

(2017 dollars converted to 2016 price level with updated 2011 PPPs)
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The late Regis Bonelli, a prominent economist from think tank and business school FGV, last year
calculated (in Portuguese) that if Brazil maintained TPF annual growth at the 0.5% average recorded in
1990-2016 and investment hovered around 17.0% of GDP (it was 15.6% in 2017), economic expansion
would tend to be 1.7% -- well below the needs of a rapidly ageing, middle-income society (see BRAZIL:
Recovery hides entrenched challenges - March 5, 2018).

Multiple causes
Brazil’s low productivity has many explanations:

Low workforce quality
According to ILO estimates, only some 23% of Brazilian employed workers have post-secondary education. In advanced economies, that level is often above 40%. Furthermore, even though access to education improved markedly in recent decades, its overall quality remains subpar. For example:
• In the latest exams for 15-year-olds from 70 economies organised by the OECD in 2015, Brazil
ranked 66th in mathematics, 63rd in science and 59th in reading.
• According to the QS World University Ranking 2018, Brazil has only three universities among the
top global 400 -- the best of these ranked at number 121.
Brazil’s spending on education is both insufficient and inefficient. The country’s cumulative expenditure
per student between the ages of six and 15 amounts to 42% of the OECD average. Other Latin American
countries with similar or lower spending per student achieve better educational results.

Spending on education is both insufficient and inefficient

Informality
Around half of Brazilian workers are in the informal economy. There is evidence from many developing
economies that informality is associated with lower productivity -- not least because it allows unproductive firms that do not pay tax to compete with more productive, formal businesses, thus lowering overall
productivity.

Poor business environment
A poor business environment means that Brazilian companies spend an excessive amount of time, human
and financial resources on activities that divert the focus from their core activities. The World Bank ranks
Brazil 125th among the 170 economies included in its 2018 report on the ease of doing
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business. Difficulties include a byzantine tax system and the cost of credit, which remains extremely high
despite the strong fall in the benchmark interest rate in recent years (see BRAZIL: Bank lending will pick
up after sharp decline - March 19, 2018).
Brazil’s relatively closed economy also impedes productivity as it lowers competitive pressure on domestic
companies. The only relevant free trade agreement that Brazil is part of is Mercosur (with Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay and currently suspended Venezuela). On average, Brazil applies high ‘most favoured nation’ tariffs -- which WTO members impose on all other economies in the organisation, except those with
which it has trade agreements. Furthermore, Brazil’s integration in most global supply chains is superficial
-- in part due to its geographical location.

Average WTO* tariff applied in 2016, selected economies (%)

*Refers to the 'Most Favoured Nation' (MFN) tariff on goods that WTO members apply on all other
economies in the organisation, except those with which they have a trade agreement (which can
be offered lower tariffs)
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Poor infrastructure
Poor infrastructure is another drag on productivity. Only one in eight of Brazil’s 1.7 million kilometres of
roads are paved. The rail network is also limited, while long queues of ships waiting to be loaded in the
main ports are a common sight.
The quality of urban transport falls short, too. Sao Paulo, Brazil’s business capital, is a car-dependent
metropolis -- and the fourth most congested city in the world. All this costs businesses time and resources
and makes it harder for them to implement efficient logistics operations.

Difficult progress
Governments led by different parties have made attempts to address the causes of Brazil’s low productivity. For example:
• The Programme for Partnership and Investment (PPI) seeks to attract more private investment into
infrastructure (see BRAZIL: Infrastructure will not boost near-term growth - August 21, 2017).
• A labour reform passed last year makes it easier for companies to hire and fire workers, which is
expected to encourage formalisation in job markets (see BRAZIL: Labour reform will not reduce
unemployment - July 4, 2017).
• A new interest rate for loans by Brazil’s development bank, BNDES, reduces subsidies for beneficiary companies -- which should force them to become more productive (see BRAZIL:
BNDES reform may shake up financing - October 5, 2017).
However, politics often clash with efforts to boost productivity. Addressing each of the problems that undermine productivity often risks antagonising entrenched, well-articulated interest groups.
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Politics often undermine efforts to boost productivity

Moreover, Congress is highly fragmented; the current House has 28 parties, most of which are platforms
for the pursuit of personal projects. Government coalitions are alliances of large numbers of parties, and
policy concessions needed to govern mean even a strong president with a nominal majority would find
it difficult to pass meaningful reforms (see BRAZIL: Political risk may rise sharply post-2018 - August 8,
2016).

Gathering clouds
Even in the best-case scenario, many of the required actions to boost productivity would only yield significant results in the long run. However, Brazil may pay a high price for its failure to improve productivity in
the short term.
The coming years will see the end of Brazil’s (largely squandered) demographic dividend, making higher
productivity even more urgent, and difficult to achieve. Additionally, Brazil is poorly prepared for the digital
economy -- it ranks 72nd in the World Economic Forum’s 2016 Networked Readiness Index, suggesting it
will struggle to boost productivity in the coming decades as well.
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AI will transform finance but also exacerbate risks
Monday, April 9, 2018
The growing use of artificial intelligence in the financial sector will bring both more efficiency and systemic risk
The scope of artificial intelligence (AI) in the financial sector is expanding, fuelled by natural language
processing. AI will make trading and price execution faster and more efficient. It is capable of enforcing
regulation efficiently and accurately, and could also write it. However, the use of AI in investment management will prove more difficult, and could heighten risks.

What next

Feedzai, a fraud detection system incorporating
machine learning, is displayed during a conference
in Las Vegas in October 2017 (Reuters/Steve
Marcus)

AI promises to increase efficiency but to also encourage monoculture and procyclicality in the financial
system. Financial regulation will become more detailed and effective. In trading, price execution and data
recording will improve. In investment, decision-making AI will need to cope with markets exhibiting crowd
psychology where each participant behaves rationally but the overall result is non-rational. If AI agents
respond more uniformly to new data than humans, risks will rise on aggregate and systemic crashes will
be more likely. Ethical risks and how transparently an AI and humans can communicate also need to be
considered.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Machine learning needs access to large datasets, keeping large firms ahead unless initiatives enable
data sharing, as the EU plans.
◦ Mass-market retailers with existing client data and relationships are well placed to build market share in
banking and insurance.
◦ Creative and client-facing tasks will rise in law, medical and finance roles but documentation tasks will
fall; skills will have to adapt.
◦ If investors trust that AI has crushed crisis risks, a vicious circle of moral hazard may ensue.

Analysis
Investment in AI in the financial sector is expected to grow by 20% per year, reaching 2.8 billion dollars in
2021 according to Opimas research group.

AI spreading rapidly
The financial sector processes vast amounts of data, making it suitable for automation. In 2017, consultancy firm McKinsey estimated that data collection and processing make up 50% of US work hours, and
60% of that could be automated with existing technologies. Machine learning is being used to price insurance contracts, manage investment portfolios, optimise trading positions and for compliance, surveillance
and fraud detection.

50%

Of US work hours are consumed by data tasks, 60% of which can be
automated
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AI will exacerbate the trend of less-skilled jobs being more vulnerable to automation than more-skilled
jobs, built it also increases the ability to automate hitherto graduate-level functions as diverse as financial
advice, medical diagnosis and accounting (see INTERNATIONAL: Adoption of machine learning will rise September 25, 2017).

Corporate venture capital funding to AI companies
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Favouring incumbents
Companies making AI part of their routine activities by purchasing services from platform providers will
drive adoption.
However, this may be more disruptive in sectors where firms’ major costs are their skilled workforce and
office space, particularly sectors where possessing client data and relationships are barriers to entry.
New entrants can appear if they have or can acquire and process the data needed. Mass-market
retailers including Amazon and Taobao are well placed to compete in banking and insurance services.
The EU’s Revised Payment Service Directive, (PSD2, also known as ‘open banking’ in the United
Kingdom) will come into force this year, supporting the potential for AI to unbundle financial services.
PSD2 requires banks to make customers’ data available, with their permission, via standardised application program interfaces (APIs) which allow developers to incorporate third-party data and services into
their applications.
Banks are responding to this challenge by improving their automated customer interfaces. The
Swedish financial group SEB uses iPsoft’s cognitive technology, which understands and speaks
English, and refers queries it cannot answer to a human operator, while it listens in and learns.
Acquiring data will be harder for startups. ‘Economies of scope’ from collaboration between financial services and e-commerce will also favour established firms.

Financial regulation and trading
Artificial intelligence is regularly employed for financial trading, with traders using natural language processing to set rules for entering and exiting trades that the system can automatically execute.
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A survey conducted by A-team group and Thomson Reuters Financial this year of 14 trading technology
and data professionals at large financial institutions found that 50% automate at least half their trading
processes. All but one expects more automation in the next two years.

50%+

Of trading and tech data professionals surveyed automate 50%+ of
their processes.

Seven out of ten responders believe record retention and reporting impedes their workflow. Nearly twothirds see best execution, a requirement of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II (MiFID II), as
challenging and 93% find gaining budget approval to source timely, high-quality data difficult. AI will be
able to synthesise multiple price feeds and handle the complex records retention required by regulators.
The technology exists to automate the macro-regulation that applies to financial institutions and the
financial system, but bureaucratic resistance may slow deployment; the 2016 EU General Data Protection Regulation gives citizens the right to an explanation for decisions taken by automatic processes. At
presenty, AI systems would struggle to provide this.
Micro-regulation designed to protect clients requires rules to be rigorously applied to small actions. AI is
well suited to this; the risks are small and well understood. This will be widely adopted, where legislation
allows.
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AI in fund management
Assets under management by hedge funds that make at least minor use of AI or similar techniques
could exceed 1 trillion dollars this year having reached 940 billion dollars in October 2017. Executives
report that flows remained strong into this year. AI will be able to generate and test investment hypotheses and tell humans which ones will likely succeed.
However, fund managers face pressure on profit margins, and will be wary of an AI arms race.
Additionally, AI-driven funds have to date performed similarly to trend-following funds.

Automating regulation enforcement
APIs will become standardised for banks and financial services. Natural language processing allows
agents to access regulatory and financial information in a standard format in real time, also readable by
an AI. This will increase transparency and enable regulators to respond faster.
One concern for regulators is that AI should make it easier for financial institutions to optimise capital
requirements and buffers, thus giving them more leeway to meet the same regulations. (see INTERNATIONAL: Regulating AI - December 5, 2017). If AI strategies are widely adopted, banks will likely all
use the same data sets to generate strategies, potentially making a future crisis more likely and more
contagious.
Capital markets are complex networks of imperfect, innovating agents. Despite being potentially better
suited to analysing such systems than humans, AI cannot be expected to detect all correlations that exist
or develop and may not be able to act conservatively in the face of this unquantifiable uncertainty.

Automating regulation design
In the next 40 years, AI may write regulation for authorities as well as enforce it. This could optimise
markets, but may sacrifice transparency as humans may not be able to understand machine learnt algorithms (as the go-playing AI has shown).
This poses two problems:
• Unless an AI’s reasoning can be translated into English, humans will be forced to trust AI they do
not undertand, and will need to be certain there are ethical criteria to ensure AI does not make
pathological sacrifices in pursuit of economic aims.
• The difficulty of simulating financial market behaviour makes it impossible to assess whether AI
would prevent a systemic collapse it could potentially trigger.

Risks ahead
Homogeneity in finance will rise, driven by standardisation of regulatory information and by AI enforcement of micro- and macro-regulation. Allied to AI investment strategies, this could increase procyclicality.
Agents will respond more uniformly to new information, resulting in more damaging financial crashes
and raising systemic risk.
The US Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) may follow Europe in mandating banks to share
financial information with providers of financial technologies if customers agree. This could increase the
complexity and fragmentation of the financial system, making regulation more difficult.
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AI regulation could encourage more risk-taking behaviour

Financial crises have unique triggers. Another concern is that an AI will not have the historic data it
needs to identify the causes of future crises. Widespread adoption of AI investment strategies could create a belief that crises are impossible, much the sentiment that existed before the global financial crisis
-- encouraging more risk-taking behaviour.
AI has the potential to increase market liquidity through facilitating larger and faster trades, but this could
also increase the speed at which mistakes are made and the size of their impact.
However, there are ethical risks to using AI to replace other decision makers as they can cement and
hide institutional prejudice (see INTERNATIONAL: Malicious AI use is a risk - February 21, 2018). For
example, hiring software trained on data scored by humans will learn the scorers’ biases, while appearing impartial.
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Southern Africa’s ruling parties will preach reform
Tuesday, April 3, 2018
Under pressure from dissatisfied electorates, former national liberation movements are
emphasising internal renewal
Longstanding ruling parties based upon former national liberation movements (NLMs) govern across most
of Southern Africa. Despite persistent allegations of corruption, declining national economic performance
and widening inequality, these parties have regularly been returned at the ballot box. However, as peace
dividends wear off and electorates demand more of their elected representatives, incumbents must tread
carefully, both to maintain party unity and to bolster electoral support.

Zimbabwe’s President Emmerson Mnangagwa
addresses a meeting of the ZANU-PF central
committee in downtown Harare, Zimbabwe,
December 2017 (Reuters/Philimon Bulawayo)

What next
Some new leaders will trumpet recent and forthcoming economic reforms (Angola, Zimbabwe), but these
will not eliminate systemic corruption and elite-level patronage networks. Others will seek to combat declining ruling party electoral support (South Africa) through institutional overhaul, but must balance placating rival party factions and stemming opposition threats against urgent fiscal reform. Struggling to produce
sufficient economic gains to reduce widespread poverty and unemployment, ruling parties may struggle to
contain the rise of populist rhetoric and policies that threaten long-term fiscal consolidation goals.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Failure to implement politically difficult structural economic reforms could curtail South Africa’s recent
economic revival.
◦ A new party supported by Mugabe’s allies may struggle to gain traction outside of his home province of
Mashonaland Central.
◦ Angola’s improving international reputation could be undone by persistent threats to media freedom.

Analysis
Former NLMs have regularly been accused of failing to complete their transition into democratic political
parties. Partly, this is a consequence of their tendency to fuse the party and the state, an assumption of
entitlement to power in perpetuity, and a belief that all interests and identities belong within the movement.
Collectively, this tends to lead to policy stagnation.
Over the past six months, several ruling (former NLM) parties in Southern Africa have undergone major
leadership transitions, most notably in Angola, South Africa and Zimbabwe.
While each had differing dynamics -- voluntary succession, reluctant resignation and military coup, respectively -- all have responded to rising public dissatisfaction by emphasising internal reform and national
anti-corruption drives to renew public confidence in both party and state.

Ramaphosa’s quandary
Having presided over the ANC for three months, and the state for one, new President Cyril Ramaphosa
has overseen a tentative revival of the ruling party and the economy.
Early interventions since former President Jacob Zuma’s ouster include a cabinet reshuffle that saw new
ministers appointed to the finance, public enterprises and mineral resources portfolios (see SOUTH AFRICA: Ramaphosa will stress good governance - February 28, 2018). The leadership of the South African
Revenue Service (SARS) is also set to change.
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South Africa: GDP and unemployment (%)
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Such measures received strong endorsement from ratings agency Moody’s in its latest assessment on
March 23, when it maintained South Africa’s credit rating at investment grade. Nevertheless, Ramaphosa
presides over a divided party riven by factionalism and increasingly dominated by provincial power-brokers.
Additionally, he must contend with growing populist demands both inside and outside the party -- including
‘land expropriation without compensation’ -- which undermine investor sentiment and distract from broader
reform efforts (see SOUTH AFRICA: Rising populism will divide parties - March 23, 2018).
Graft allegations against key ANC and state officials persist -- notably including ANC Secretary-General
Ace Magashule and Deputy President David Mabuza. Zuma’s forthcoming trial on corruption charges (relating to a 1990s arms deal) and a separate judicial commission of inquiry into ‘state capture’ (corruption)
at state-owned enterprises will likely implicate several leading ANC figures.

Forthcoming corruption trials could embarrass the ANC
While Ramaphosa’s public popularity has resulted in the ANC reportedly considering holding an early
election before 2019, it is unclear to what extent the erosion of support under Zuma has, or can be, overturned. Polling by the South African Citizen Survey, undertaken prior to Ramaphosa’s election, indicates
that identification with the ANC declined from 58% of voters in 1994 to 32% in 2017.
Rising voter apathy and abstention is a worrying trend across recent elections, while persistent service
-delivery protests and potential politically related violence ahead of the next election could bedevil Ramaphosa’s administration.
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South Africa: Main budget revenue and non-interest spending* (as % of GDP)
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Entrenched ZANU-PF
New Zimbabwean President Emmerson Mnangagwa has enjoyed an extended period of goodwill since
assuming power after former President Robert Mugabe’s ouster in November.
Mnangagwa’s new administration has emphasised democratic openness and sound fiscal policy, including
an end to controversial indigenisation policies and headline anti-corruption initiatives.
However, much of the old ruling ZANU-PF leadership remains intact, while fiscal conditions on the ground
have barely improved since Mnangagwa’s ascent. More worringly, despite Zimbabweans uneasiness
with the military’s role in government, the army’s presence has strengthened across both state and party
functions (see ZIMBABWE: Military will entrench influence - January 18, 2018).
While Mnangagwa has emphasised the need for a fair and transparent election, notably meeting the
Movement for Democratic Change (MDC-T) leader Morgan Tsvangirai (now deceased) in January to foster reconciliation, the political space to oppose the ruling ZANU-PF remains highly constricted.
New MDC-T leader Nelson Chamisa is attempting to cement a long-mooted opposition coalition, yet
doubts persist over the possibility of a free and fair election.
The tainted Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC) recently appointed former Army Major Utoile
Silaigwana as acting ZEC chief elections officer ahead of the planned July elections. He was deputy chief
elections officer for the disputed and violent 2008 poll in which opposition MDC supporters were roundly
attacked by security forces and ZANU-PF members.

The ZEC lacks credibility, but the election may receive international
acceptance nonetheless
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While Mnangagwa will want to avoid open signs of election-rigging or violence for fear of undermining
improving international sentiment, tight control of the ZEC and the electoral lists is likely to ensure a
comfortable ZANU-PF victory.
Nevertheless, broader dissatisfaction with inequality and unemployment will linger, while problematic inflation and cash shortages will likely persist.

Lourenco’s clear-out
The IMF recently noted the potential for a tentative economic recovery for Angola, due in large part to
higher oil prices.
Separately, economic interventions undertaken by new President Joao Lourenco since taking office in
September have been positively received by investors, notably the long-overdue devaluation of the kwanza, the planned abandonment of the dollar currency peg and renegotiation of outstanding government
debts (see ANGOLA: New president will pursue further reforms - December 14, 2017).
Like Ramaphosa and Mnangagwa, Lourenco has also pursued an anti-corruption drive since taking office.
In addition to dismissing several allies of his predecessor, Jose Eduardo dos Santos, two of the former
president’s children -- Isabel and Jose Filomeno -- were also removed from their posts as head of state oil
company Sonangol and the Sovereign Wealth Fund, respectively.
Last week, Jose Filomeno was charged with corruption by the procurator-general over an alleged attempted 500-million-dollar fraud. A former ruling People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA)
spokesperson, army chief of staff and former central bank governor are also set to face charges relating to
the same case.
Such high-level prosecutions will prove a short-term boon to the MPLA. The ruling party suffered a significant decline in support in the August election, notably in the capital Luanda, amid a resurgent opposition
threat from the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA).
Yet Lourenco’s replacement of officials across government and state institutions risks merely replacing old
patronage networks with his own allies and other ruling party loyalists. This could sow the seeds of further
decline among the MPLA’s support, particularly in urban areas, absent systemic economic and political
reforms.

Outlook
A combination of persistent unemployment and inequality, public discontent and structural economic backlogs make the prospect of a much-vaunted Southern African resurgence elusive in the short term.
While South Africa offers perhaps the best prospect for improved governance among the three cases, entrenched corruption, intra-party factionalism and rising populism present significant risks in the
short-to-medium term.
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Infrastructure will shape African internet trends
Internet use is expanding rapidly but infrastructure constraints
will drive Africa along different paths to global peers
Internet penetration, 2017
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Internet usage across Africa expanded by 20% last year, the fastest
rate of any world region. New undersea cables delivering highspeed data have also seen bandwidth more than double since 2015,
improving connection speeds and driving down costs.
However, despite rapid growth, overall internet penetration levels
(34%) remain the world’s lowest, centred largely on more developed
economies, urban centres and open societies. Onshore infrastructure
constraints keep usage costs high and rural penetration low.
Underdeveloped infrastructure also means a dependence on mobile
internet access far above global averages, and below average data
usage. While mobile technologies may therefore have huge utility,
African markets may resist global trends towards high-data graphicsrich content.
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__ The huge success of mobile money systems
may increase receptivity to internet-based
platforms suited to local contexts.
__ Countries like Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa
that have invested in skills and infrastructure
will dominate tech venture capital growth.
__ Africa’s relatively underdeveloped internet
sphere will be highly exposed to cyber-security
risks.
__ Governments may seek new ways to exert
control over social media as political dissent
moves to the virtual realm.

See also: Consolidation to shape East Africa mobile telecoms -- May 24, 2016
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Rapid internet growth is driven primarily by mobile internet uptake
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Rigorous research will boost cross-border investment
Thursday, March 22, 2018
Calculating political risk is becoming a key research focus, indicating that sovereign
spreads are an inadequate measure
Research into measuring and forecasting political risk is becoming more sophisticated, revealing that
assessment of expropriation risk dominates political risk considerations ahead of foreign direct investment
(FDI) decisions. Sovereign bond spreads, which are typically used to measure political risk, often instead
overstate risks, as they incorporate many other factors.

People stand near signboards of a cross-border
investment and trade fair in Guiyang, Guizhou
Province, China (Reuters/Shu Zhang)

What next
More precise measurements of political risk will lower the cost of capital for cross-border investment, resulting in a stronger flow of investment. This will also create new opportunities for portfolio managers who
are currently constrained from allocating to countries rated high risk.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ More sophisticated political risk calculations by multinational corporations (MNCs) from emerging markets will increase FDI flows.
◦ When countries consider FDI, they incorporate the risks present in their own countries as well as those
in the destination.
◦ Expropriation risks loom largest; if these can be better measured, a larger and more geographically
diverse set of FDI flows is possible.

Analysis
Political risk is a challenge portfolio managers and investment committees face when investing outside
their home market. One way to manage this risk is to avoid investing in foreign markets at all. Indeed, this
gives rise to ‘home bias’, whereby portfolio allocations have a smaller foreign component than would be
expected from an optimisation of risk-return characteristics.
For those venturing further afield, the first step toward managing political risk is to discriminate between
broad categories of country. ‘Developed’, ‘emerging’, ‘frontier’ and ‘pariah’ are the most common, and
there are industry standards for each.
OECD membership is a marker of developed-market status; it has 35 members. The Morgan Stanley
Capitalisation Index (MSCI) for emerging markets is seen by many as the arbiter of emerging-market status; it contains 24 economies. The MSCI Frontier Market index contains 22 economies (see PROSPECTS
2018: Frontier economies - November 30, 2017).
Another standard is the JP Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index. Depending on whether the bonds are
contracted in local currency or foreign currency, the indexes contain 16 and 63 economies, respectively.

Political risk
For a portfolio manager, the use of an industry-standard classification such as MSCI might be adequate
for allocating capital -- and is indeed often compulsory (see AFRICA: Political risk will weight on ratings January 10, 2017). For MNCs, the issue is more complex.
In both cases, political risk is crucial in deciding on whether and how much to invest. Political risk here
refers to the risk that the country’s authorities take actions that adversely affect the value of an investment
in that country. Dimensions of this include government instability, the consistency of the legal regime and
private property rights, and the occurrence of civil or cross-border violence or unrest.
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Sovereign spreads compared to GDP per capita, PPP, current dollars
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Discovering which aspect of political risk matters most for MNCs and their FDI decisions has
challenged researchers empirically. Some research has highlighted the importance of institutional quality
of the host country, while other research has emphasised contract enforcement.

Recent research points to outright expropriation dominating the political risk dimension of FDI decision
-making. This is particularly relevant to extractive industries, as mining and petroleum accounted for 44%
of all expropriation incidents between 1990 and 2014. Telecommunications and utilities investments were
also notably affected.
War and political violence, including terrorism, are the other key considerations. However, evidence suggests that exposure to expropriation is about three times as important to investors as political violence or
war.

44%

Share of expropriation incidents from 1990-2014 affecting mining
and petroleum
Assessing risk
As research by Geert Bekaert and others point out, standard measurements of political risk have notable
shortcomings. This is probably leading political risks to be overestimated, potentially leading to an inappropriate cost of capital being applied to otherwise-viable cross-border investment commitments.

Capital cost
Typically, a proposal for a direct-investment project will be costed using the discount rate of the capital
deployed, itself reflecting the long-term cost of capital as proxied by the long-term yield on safe government securities such as US Treasury bonds. The discount rate estimates the net present value of future
cash flows. A number of percentage points are added to this rate to reflect the political-risk background of
investing in the country.

Spread
The industry standard for measuring this risk is the sovereign bond spread. The sovereign spread is the
amount that the host-country government’s debt cost exceeds that of the benchmark. Generally, the
benchmark is US Treasury debt of the same maturity. For euro-denominated debt, the benchmark is German bunds.
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The use and misuse of yield
Sovereign bond yields appeal as they reflect the sum of market opinions on risk factors affecting the
host-country political and economic environment. These opinions -- and thus the yield spread -- are
forward-looking in the same way that an FDI project appraisal needs to be. This is because the yield is a
judgement on the risk entailed in owning a sovereign bond over its lifetime.
The ten-year bond yield thus largely aligns with the horizon of an FDI project. Moreover, bond yields are
updated in real time since markets trade these securities constantly.
Bekaert and co-authors say that this way of pinpointing political risk is fundamentally flawed, containing
elements that are already factored into the MNCs valuation. Items are inadvertently being double-counted, resulting in the discount rate on the investment project being higher than it should be -- presumably
preventing many projects from getting off the ground (see INTERNATIONAL: Infrastructure needs are
large - March 10, 2017).

Sovereign spreads
The sovereign spread contains not only information about the market view on political risks inherent to the
country of issue but also elements extraneous to that. For example, investors will have a view on the inflation outlook for the economy, which might be unrelated to political risk. If inflation is seen as becoming a
worry, the yield will rise. The spread will also reflect views on how easy it will be to trade the bond in future
on the secondary market should it not be held to maturity.
There are also factors that span all non-benchmark countries, or at least subsets of them. For example,
the commodity-price outlook could shift, affecting a variety of borrowers.

Less than one-third of emerging market sovereign spread changes
from 1994 to 2013 reflected political risk

In a set of twenty emerging markets from 1994 to 2013, Bekaert finds that less than one-third of the
changes in sovereign spreads reflect political risk. He also considered the variety of approaches already
being suggested to adjust the discount rate by the sovereign spread, and found none to be suitable. Different approaches yield wildly different results.

Oil price and Russian Sovereign spread , %
(10-year local currency bond yield minus the 10-year US treasury yield)
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Subjective signposts
Given the inadequacy of the yield spread as a measure of political risk, other ways can be found to better
calculate risk without double-counting country-specific or more generalised vulnerabilities.
One solution is to rely on subjective political risk assessments available from private-sector consultancies.
Moreover, statistical techniques abound to help disentangle issues related to double counting of items and
extract the essential sources of variance among them, when more than two are combined. Leveraging
such models requires a more nuanced approach than simply relying on sovereign bond spreads, but may
increase the dividends from investment decisions.
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Better risk pricing can unlock billions in investment
Thursday, April 5, 2018
Deeper research into measuring political risk could increase cross-border investment to
risky regions
The mis-measurement of political risk is resulting in the cost of capital being valued 2-4 percentage points
higher than it should be in assessments ahead of cross-border investment decisions. Research suggests
that in 2016 this could have increased net foreign direct investment (FDI) to non-advanced countries by
more than 10%.

Tonga’s King Tupou VI addresses the 72nd United
Nations General Assembly at UN headquarters in
New York, US (Reuters/Eduardo Munoz)

What next
Multinational corporations (MNCs) will increasingly rely on more appropriate methodologies to discount
political risk in FDI proposals. This in turn will lower the rate against which the projected cashflows of a
project are discounted. This should encourage more FDI, with benefits for recipient economies and for the
economy the FDI originated from as successful projects will generate profit remittances. Portfolio investors
will also favourably reassess the desirability of allocations to frontier markets, with some increase in flows
to these destinations.

Subsidiary Impacts
◦ Political risk measurement is set for a renaissance, with interest from practitioners and end-users likely
to proliferate.
◦ Frontier markets that are on the edge of inclusion in ‘emerging’ portfolio allocations could see an uptick
in investment inflows.
◦ Returns to long-term capital managers, from insurers to pension funds, will rise as cost-of-capital calculations grow in sophistication.

Analysis
Research into standard methods of quantifying political risk reveal that it tends to be over-estimated (see
INTERNATIONAL: Cross-border plans prioritise politics - March 22, 2018). Sovereign spreads contain
more information than just political risk, leading certain components to be double-counted when project
costs are assessed and discounted against projected returns.
For example, aspects including the macroeconomic outlook and global non-benchmark conditions are
themselves factors in the sovereign spread yet are often added separately as well to the capital cost of the
project.

Standard political risk measurement leads to too little FDI and too
much misallocation

Misguided method
This approach leads to capital costs that are too high. The result is too little FDI and too much mis-allocation of capital.
It could be the case that several billion dollars have been withheld from otherwise viable FDI commitments
and capital projects. It has been estimated that for every single percentage point rise in the FDI project
discount rate, net inflows of FDI decrease by 12%. In 2016, non-advanced economies received inflows of
29.9 billion dollars. Had the discount rate on projects that year been 1 percentage
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point lower on average, it is possible that another 3.6 billion dollars in FDI flows could have been unlocked
for projects in the developing world.

$3.6bn

Extra FDI inflows to emerging markets in 2016 had political risk been
measured more accurately
FDI inflows, country average across region (constant 2018 billion dollars)
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Alternative method
Many researchers recognise the potential for the sovereign spread to overstate political risk.
Suggestions to overcome this can be grouped into attempts to adjust the sovereign spread or to adjust the
world market risk premium. Both are components of the cost-of-capital calculation in FDI projects.
The economist Geert Baekert and his co-authors examine a variety of these approaches, finding that none
converge on a consistent result. To estimate political risk more accurately, the authors suggest decomposing changes in the sovereign spread into changes in four components:
• international conditions;
• local macro conditions;
• bond market liquidity; and
• political risk.
The idea is to assemble a panel dataset of sovereign spreads (a dataset with sovereign-spread
variation through time and across countries) and to estimate the influence of each of the four factors on
the spread. To do so, one needs a set of variables to ‘proxy’ or stand in for each component.

Global conditions
International macroeconomic conditions can be proxied by the US corporate non-investment-grade bond
yield spread over US Treasury bills as these assets are competitive with emerging-market debt and this is
measured consistently across all countries.

Local conditions
Local macroeconomic conditions can be represented by any number of third-party measurements of
macroeconomic risk. Even better would be to distil the variation in such measurements into one or more
‘principal components’ using a statistical methodology borrowed from psychometrics. Alternatively, one
can assemble an index of macroeconomic conditions using publicly available
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macroeconomic data. This would focus, for example, on stability in the exchange rate, size and sign of the
current account, size of credit aggregates and their rate of change, among other metrics. The ‘early warning’ literature on macro crises provides ample guidance on the most useful of these.

Liquidity
To proxy bond market liquidity, Bekaert and his co-authors measure the prevalence of zero-return observations in the data on a country’s bond markets. This reflects whether and how often the country’s debt
does not change hands and therefore indicates illiquidity. This approach has the downside of being possible only through purchasing such data series.

Political risk
The fourth component of the sovereign spread is political risk itself. Political risk ratings abound;
Bekaert and co-authors use those of a subscription-only, third-party provider. Publicly available ratings
also exist.
The OECD publishes ‘country risk classifications’ which are distinct from sovereign risk classifications.
The problem with these is that they explicitly co-mingle economic, financial and political risks. This means
they are only of use if one is happy to have country-specific economic and political risks grouped together,
with only the bond market liquidity assessed separately in the sovereign risk classification. Countries
are reviewed either whenever a fundamental change occurs or at least once a year, and the results are
published on the OECD website.
Self-assembling a political risk indicator is also possible. This would be an aggregation of several variables, each purporting to measure a different aspect of political risk, including instability in tax and regulatory policy, instability in civil society and internal and external conflicts. Best practice would be to distil these
into principal components as mentioned earlier.
These components could then be modelled using a logistic regression to assess the incidence of expropriation events. The component with the strongest predictive association with expropriation would then be
used in the panel regression to explain the changes in sovereign spread and the changes in the proxies
for bond liquidity, global conditions and local macroeconomic conditions.

FDI and yield
Plotting yield spread against FDI inflows reveals some significant outliers in the otherwise roughly inverse
relationship. These outliers support the contention that yield spread contains aspects not necessarily
relevant to the direct-investment decision.
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Inward FDI vs sovereign bond yield
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Ghana and Kyrgyzstan are two examples (see PROSPECTS 2018: Frontier economies - November 30,
2017). In both cases, government bond yields averaged around 15 percentage points more than US
Treasury yields from 2012 to 2016, yet their average FDI inflows over the same period have been more
than 5% of GDP -- among the highest in the developing world. The high sovereign spread would have
suggested lower FDI flows. Bekaert and his co-authors derive a political-risk-specific spread of 2.71% for
Ghana in 2013 (their most recent calculation), half of that year’s sovereign spread (see PROSPECTS
2018: African Economies - November 21, 2017).
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